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The following list contains registered and unregistered trademarks and service marks owned
by Pure Storage, Inc. or its affiliates in the U.S. and other countries. The absence of any
trademark or service mark from this list does not constitute a waiver of Pure Storage’s
trademark or other intellectual property rights with respect to that trademark or service mark.
You may not use any Pure Storage trademark without written permission from Pure Storage.
Please remember that when using the marks in publications that will be distributed only within
the United States, include the proper ™, ℠ or ® symbol on first prominent use. For publications
that will be distributed outside the United States, do not include trademark symbols, instead
use the following trademark attribution notice:
Pure Storage, the Pure Storage logo and the marks listed at
http://www.purestorage.com/legal/productenduserinfo.html are trademarks or
registered trademarks of Pure Storage, Inc. in the U.S. or other countries.
Please remember that trademarks are adjectives, and should not be used as nouns (e.g. made
plural or possessive). Please make sure you always try to use the proper descriptor with the
Pure Storage marks. If granted permission to use a Pure Storage mark, please refer to the Pure
Storage Trademark Usage Guidelines for important information regarding the proper usage of
the Pure trademarks.
If you have any questions concerning the trademarks or service marks on this list, you would
like to request the use of a Pure Storage mark, or you want to let Pure know about a third party
using a Pure Storage mark inappropriately or without Pure’s permission, please contact us at
trademarks@purestorage.com.

PURE STORAGE MARK

PROPER DESCRIPTOR

ActiveCluster™

solution

ActiveDR™

solution

AIRI®

AI-ready infrastructure

Purity CloudSnap™

cloud backup software

DirectFlash®

software

DirectMemory™

cache

DirectFlash® Fabric

technology

Evergreen™

subscription storage

Evergreen Storage™

subscription or business model

FlashArray™

product

FlashBlade®

product

FlashBlade® Object Storage

feature

FlashBlade® Rapid Restore

feature

FlashBlade® SafeMode snapshots

feature

FlashStack®

converged infrastructure, solution or offering

FlashRecover™

solution

Love Your Storage Guarantee™

offer

Modern Data Experience™
Portworx®

platform

Pure as-a-Service™

platform

Pure Cloud Block Store™

block storage

Pure Storage EncryptReduce™

solution

Pure Storage Fast Start Migration Services™
Pure-On-The-Go®

mobile app

Pure Storage®

Pure Service Orchestrator™

container storage

Pure//Accelerate®

conference or user conference

Pure1®

cloud-based management

Pure1 MetaⓇ

cloud-based management feature

Right Size Guarantee™

offer

